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Abstract
Recently, a classification up to Morita equivalence of all weakly symmetric algebras which have
tame representation type, simply connected Galois coverings and all of whose modules are periodic
(equivalently, the stable Auslander–Reiten quiver consist only of tubes) has been completed in
[J. Białkowski, A. Skowron´ski, On tame weakly symmetric algebras having only periodic modules,
Arch. Math., to appear]. We classify in this paper these algebras up to derived equivalence and give
a set of representatives for the derived equivalence classes.
 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction and the main result
Let K be an algebraically closed field. All algebras in this article are finite dimensional
algebras over K; all modules are finitely generated. Any algebra A has a representation
type, which is finite if there are only finitely many indecomposable A-modules (up
to isomorphism), and infinite otherwise. According to the remarkable Tame and Wild
Theorem of Drozd [3] the algebras of infinite representation type can be divided into
two disjoint classes. An algebra A is said to be tame if for any fixed dimension d all
indecomposableA-modules of dimension d occur in finitely many one-parameter families,
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representation theory comprises the representation theories of all algebras. The class of
tame algebras was and still is intensively studied in representation theory of algebras.
Recently, J. Białkowski and A. Skowron´ski [2] classified all tame algebras up to Morita
equivalence which are weakly symmetric, have simply connected Galois coverings, non-
singular Cartan matrix and all of whose modules are periodic (i.e., have periodic minimal
projective resolutions). The latter condition means that the stable Auslander–Reiten quiver
consists only of tubes. Recall also that an algebra A is called weakly symmetric if for
any indecomposable projective A-module P the socle socP of P is isomorphic to its top
P/ radP . An important class of weakly symmetric algebras is formed by the symmetric
algebras A for which there exists an associative, symmetric, nondegenerated K-bilinear
form (−,−) :A × A → K . The above result should be seen as part of a larger project
of trying to classify (up to Morita equivalence) all tame selfinjective algebras whose
stable Auslander–Reiten quiver consists only of tubes. This class of algebras contains for
instance the algebras of quaternion type (as defined and then classified by K. Erdmann
[4,5]), in particular all blocks of finite groups having quaternion defect group. We note
that only very few of the algebras of quaternion type admit simply connected Galois
coverings. This class also contains the selfinjective algebras of tubular type, i.e., the
algebras of the form B̂/G where B is a tubular algebra (as introduced by Ringel [19]), B̂ its
repetitive algebra and G an admissible group of automorphisms of B̂ . It has been shown
by A. Skowron´ski [20] that the class of selfinjective algebras of tubular type coincides
with the class of all nondomestic selfinjective algebras of polynomial growth which
admit simply connected Galois coverings. Recently J. Białkowski and A. Skowron´ski
proved in [1] that a selfinjective algebra is of tubular type if and only if it is tame, has
simply connected Galois covering and the stable Auslander–Reiten quiver consists only of
tubes.
Starting with D. Happel’s observation that tilting induces an equivalence of the derived
categories of module categories [6], the notion of derived equivalences became more
and more important in the representation theory of algebras. Since a lot of interesting
properties are preserved by a derived equivalence, it is for many purposes reasonable
to classify classes of algebras up to derived equivalence, instead of Morita equivalence.
For instance, for selfinjective algebras the representation type is an invariant of the
derived category. In fact, derived equivalent selfinjective algebras are stably equivalent
[16, Corollary 2.2], and for any algebra a stable equivalence preserves the representation
type [12]. Moreover, derived equivalent algebras have the same number of simple modules.
The derived equivalence classification of algebras of dihedral, semidihedral and quaternion
type (hence of tame blocks of group algebras) has been established by T. Holm in [11] (see
also [10]).
The aim of this paper is to prove the following main result. (The definitions of the
algebras will be given below.)
Theorem. Any weakly symmetric algebra of tubular type is derived equivalent to one of
the following algebras:
two simple modules: A2(c), c ∈K \ {0,1}, A5;
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four simple modules: A3, A4;
six simple modules: Λ1(c), c ∈K \ {0,1};
eight simple modules: Λ2;
nine simple modules: Λ3;
ten simple modules: Λ4.
In the cases of four, eight, nine and ten simple modules this list gives a complete set of
representatives for the derived equivalence classes. In the other cases our classification is
complete up to the scalars occurring in the algebras of type A1(c), A2(c) and Λ1(c); we
could not decide for which scalars these algebras are derived equivalent. But we do show
that the algebra A5 represents a different derived equivalence class than any of the algebras
A2(c). Similarly, A12 is not derived equivalent to any of the algebras A1(c). In order to dis-
tinguish these algebras up to derived equivalence it suffices to consider their centers; recall
that the center of an algebra (as a ring) is invariant under derived equivalence [17, (9.2)].
The rest of the paper will be dealing with the proof of this main result, which is divided
into two major parts. In the first part (Sections 2, 3, 4) we study the derived equivalences
for weakly symmetric algebras of tubular type having non-singular Cartan matrix, invoking
the classification of these algebras up to Morita equivalence established by J. Białkowski
and A. Skowron´ski in [2]. In the second part (Section 5) we study the derived equivalences
for weakly symmetric algebras of tubular type having singular Cartan matrix, applying
results on the structure of selfinjective algebras of tubular type proved in [1] and [20]. Our
method in the non-singular case is to explicitly construct tilting complexes for the algebras
under consideration. That is, we use the celebrated criterion of J. Rickard saying that if T
is a tilting complex for an algebra A then A is derived equivalent to the endomorphism ring
of T . For details and definitions we refer the reader to the fundamental paper [17].
We will often need to compute Cartan invariants of the endomorphism rings of tilting
complexes. This can be done conveniently by the following alternating sum formula due to
Happel (see [7, III.1.3 and III.1.4]). For an algebra A, let Kb(A) denote the homotopy
category of bounded complexes of projective A-modules and let [·] denote the shift
operator. If Q= (Qr )r∈Z and R = (Rs)s∈Z are bounded complexes of projective A-mod-
ules, then∑
i
(−1)i dim HomKb(A)
(
Q,R[i])=∑
r,s
(−1)r−s dim HomA
(
Qr,Rs
)
.
Note that if HomKb(A)(Q,R[i]) = 0 for i = 0 (e.g., for direct summands of tilting
complexes) then the left-hand side reduces to dim HomKb(A)(Q,R) and the right-hand
side can easily be computed using the Cartan matrix of A.
2. Two simple modules
The Morita equivalence classification [2] for weakly symmetric algebras of tubular type
with non-singular Cartan matrix states in the case of two simple modules that any such
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A5 or A6
Lemma 2.1. The algebras A5 and A6 are derived equivalent.
Proof. Consider the following complex T of projective A5-modules: T = T0 ⊕ T1 where
T0 : 0 → P0 → 0 (concentrated in degree 0) and T1 : 0 → P0 β→ P1 → 0 (in degrees 0
and −1). Then T is a tilting complex for A5, and by Rickard’s criterion A5 is derived
equivalent to the endomorphism ring EndKb(T ). From the Cartan matrix ofA5 we compute
(using Happel’s formula) the Cartan matrix of E := EndKb(T ) to be
CA5 =
(
5 3
3 3
)
, CEnd
Kb
(T ) =
(
5 2
2 2
)
which is exactly the Cartan matrix of A6. Hence it suffices to describe maps in
EndKb(T ) satisfying the relations of A6. To this end, we define the following maps
of complexes. Let γ˜ :T0 → T0 be given by (right) multiplication with γ on P0. Let
β˜ :T0 → T1 be given by multiplication with γ 3 (note that this is indeed a homomorphism
of complexes since γ 3β = 0 in A5). Finally, let α˜ :T1 → T0 be given by the identity idP0 in
degree 0.
Then, by definition the relations β˜γ˜ 2 = 0 and γ˜ 3 = α˜β˜ hold. Moreover, we have that
β˜α˜ is homotopic to zero via the homotopy map αγ :P1 → P0 (since βαγ = γ 3 in A5).
Finally, we have that γ˜ 2α˜ is also homotopic to zero via the homotopy α :P1 → P0 (since
γ 2 = βα in A5).
Hence, EndKb(T ) ∼= A6 and therefore the algebras A5 and A6 are derived equivalent,
by Rickard’s criterion. ✷
Lemma 2.2. For any c ∈ K \ {0,1} the algebra A2(c) is not derived equivalent to the
algebra A5.
Proof. Recall that for derived equivalent algebras the centers are isomorphic. The center
Z(A5) of the algebra A5 is as vector space generated by 〈1, γ 3, γ 4, αβαβ〉, so it has
dimension 4.
On the other hand, a basis of the center of A2(c) is given by 1, α + β,α2, α3, β2, β3.
Hence, Z(A2(c)) is of dimension 6 and can therefore not be isomorphic to Z(A5). ✷
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The Morita equivalence classification [2] for weakly symmetric algebras of tubular type
with non-singular Cartan matrix in the case of algebras with three simple modules shows
that any such algebra is Morita equivalent to one of the following basic algebras: A1(c)
(c ∈K \ {0,1}), A12, A13, A14, A15 or A16
Lemma 3.1. The algebras A13 and A12 are derived equivalent.
Proof. We define the following complex T = T0 ⊕ T1 ⊕ T2 of projective A13-modules.
Let T0 : 0 → P1 δ→ P0 → 0 (in degrees 0 and −1), Moreover, let T1 : 0 → P1 → 0 and
T2 : 0→ P2 → 0 (in degree 0). Then T is a tilting complex for A13.
From the Cartan matrix of A13 we compute (using Happel’s formula) the Cartan matrix
of EndKb(T ) to be
CA13 =

 2 1 01 4 2
0 2 2

 , CEnd
Kb
(T ) =

 4 3 23 4 2
2 2 2


which is actually equal to the Cartan matrix of A12. We then only have to find suitable
morphisms between the summands of T satisfying the relations of A12. So, we define
α˜ :T1 → T0 to be given by α :P1 → P1 (this is indeed a homomorphism of complexes since
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to be given by γ :P1 → P2. Finally, let δ˜ :T0 → T1 be given by the identity idP1 (in
degree 0).
We then have to check the relations of A12. By definition, we have α˜δ˜α˜ = β˜γ˜ (since
α2 = γβ in A13) and γ˜ δ˜β˜ = 0 (since βγ = 0 in A13). Finally, the composition δ˜(α˜δ˜)3
is given by α3 = δσ :P1 → P1; therefore it is homotopic to zero via the homotopy map
σ :P0 → P1.
We have defined generators of the radical of EndKb(T ) satisfying the relations of A12,
the Cartan matrices are the same, so we can conclude that EndKb(T ) is isomorphic to A12.
Hence, A13 is derived equivalent to A12, by Rickard’s criterion. ✷
Lemma 3.2. The algebras A13 and A15 are derived equivalent.
Proof. We define a complex T = T0 ⊕ T1 ⊕ T2 of projective A13-modules as follows. Let
T0 : 0 → P0 → 0 and T1 : 0 → P1 → 0 be concentrated in degree 0. Let T2 : 0 → P1 γ→
P2 → 0 (in degrees 0 and −1). Then T is a tilting complex for A13.
By Rickard’s criterion, A13 is derived equivalent to EndKb(T ). The Cartan matrix of
EndKb(T ) can be computed (using Happel’s formula) from the one of A13 (as given above
in the proof of the preceding Lemma) to be

 2 1 11 4 2
1 2 2

 ,
i.e., it is equal to the Cartan matrix of A15, as desired.
Again, we define generators of the radical of EndKb(T ) and check that they satisfy
the relations of A15. To this end, let us define α˜ :T1 → T1 to be given by α :P1 → P1,
σ˜ :T1 → T0 to be given by δ :P1 → P0 and γ˜ :T0 → T2 to be given by σ :P0 → P1 (this is
a homomorphism of complexes since σγ = 0 in A13). Moreover, we define δ˜ :T1 → T2 by
α2 :P1 → P1 (a map of complexes since α2γ = γβγ = 0 in A13), and β˜ :T2 → T1 by the
identity idP1 in degree 0.
These maps satisfy the relations of A15. In fact, by definition we have α˜β˜γ˜ = 0 (since
σα = 0 in A13), α˜2 = β˜δ˜, σ˜ α˜ = 0 (since αδ = 0) and δ˜α˜ = γ˜ σ˜ (since α3 = δσ in A13).
Moreover, the map δ˜β˜ :T2 → T2 is given by α2 :P1 → P1 in degree 0 and the zero map
in degree −1. Since α2 = γβ in A13 we can define a homotopy map β :P2 → P1 which
shows that δ˜β˜ is homotopic to zero, as desired.
Hence, EndKb(T ) is isomorphic to A15 and therefore A13 is derived equivalent
to A15. ✷
Lemma 3.3. The algebra A13 is derived equivalent to the algebra A14.
Proof. We define the following complex T = T0 ⊕T1 ⊕T2 of projectiveA13-modules. Let
T0 : 0 → P1 δ→ P0 → 0 and T2 : 0 → P1 γ→ P2 → 0 (in degrees 0 and −1). Moreover, let
T1 : 0→ P1 → 0 be concentrated in degree 0. Then T is a tilting complex for A13.
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phism ring EndKb(T ). By Happel’s formula we compute the Cartan matrix of EndKb(T )
to be equal to

 4 3 13 4 2
1 2 2

 ,
i.e., it is equal to the Cartan matrix of A14.
We define generators of the radical of EndKb(T ) as follows. Let α˜ :T2 → T1 and
γ˜ :T0 → T1 be given by idP1 (in degree 0). Let δ˜ :T1 → T0 be given by α :P1 → P1 (a map
of complexes since αδ = 0 in A13) and let β˜ :T1 → T2 be given by α2 :P1 → P1 (a map of
complexes since α2γ = 0 in A13).
We then have to check that these maps satisfy the relations of A14 (up to homotopy). By
definition, α˜β˜ = γ˜ δ˜γ˜ δ˜ (both equal to α2 :P1 → P1). The map δ˜γ˜ δ˜α˜ :T2 → T0 is given by
α2 = γβ in degree 0 and the zero map in degree −1; it is homotopic to zero, as desired, via
the homotopy map β :P2 → P1 (use that βδ = 0 in A13). The map β˜γ˜ δ˜γ˜ :T0 → T2 is given
by α3 = δσ in degree 0 and the zero map in degree −1; it is homotopic to zero, as desired,
via the homotopy map σ :P0 → P1 (use that σγ = 0 in A13). Finally, the map β˜α˜ :T2 → T2
is given by α2 = γβ in degree 0 and the zero map in degree −1; it is homotopic to zero, as
desired, via the homotopy map β :P2 → P1 (use that βγ = 0 in A13).
Hence, the endomorphism ring EndKb(T ) of the tilting complex T for A13 is
isomorphic to the algebra A14, i.e., the algebras A13 and A14 are derived equivalent, by
Rickard’s criterion. ✷
Lemma 3.4. The algebra A12 is derived equivalent to the algebra A16.
Proof. We consider the following complex T = T0 ⊕ T1 ⊕ T2 of projective A12-modules.
Let T0 : 0 → P0 → 0 be concentrated in degree 0. Let T1 : 0 → P0 α→ P1 → 0 and
T2 : 0→ P0 δ→ P2 → 0 (in degrees 0 and −1).
Then T is a tilting complex for A12. Hence, A12 is derived equivalent to the
endomorphism ring EndKb(T ). From the Cartan matrix of A12 we compute the Cartan
matrix of the endomorphism ring of T to be
CA12 =

 4 2 32 2 2
3 2 4

 , CEnd
Kb
(T ) =

 4 2 12 2 1
1 1 2

 ,
i.e., the Cartan matrix of A16, as desired.
Let us define the following maps of complexes (generating the radical of EndKb(T )).
Let α˜ :T0 → T0 be given by δβ :P0 → P0. Let σ˜ :T2 → T0 and δ˜ :T1 → T0 be given by the
identity idP0 (in degree 0). Let β˜ :T0 → T1 be given by (δβ)2 :P0 → P0 (in degree 0); this
is a map of complexes since (δβ)2α = αγβα = 0 in A12. Finally, let γ˜ :T1 → T2 be given
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δβδ= αγ in A12.)
It remains to check that these maps satisfy the relations of A16. By definition, we have
that γ˜ β˜α˜ = 0 (since (δβ)4 = αγβ(δβ)2 = αγβαγβ = 0 in A12). Also by definition we
have that α˜2 = δ˜β˜ and α˜δ˜ = σ˜ γ˜ . The map β˜δ˜ :T1 → T1 is given by (δβ)2 :P0 → P0 in
degree 0 and the zero map in degree −1. It is homotopic to zero, as desired, via the
homotopy map γβ :P1 → P0 (use that (δβ)2 = αγβ and γβα = 0 in A12). The map
α˜σ˜ :T2 → T0 is given by δβ in degree 0 and therefore it is homotopic to zero via the
homotopy map β :P2 → P0.
Hence, EndKb(T ) is isomorphic to A16 and therefore A12 is derived equivalent to A16,
as claimed. ✷
So far, we have already proved the following derived equivalences
A16 ∼A12 ∼A13 ∼A14 ∼A15,
and it remains to deal with the algebras A1(c) where c ∈K \ {0,1}. The final step in our
derived equivalence classification in the case of three simple modules is provided by the
following result which distinguishes the derived equivalence classes of A1(c) and A12 by
studying the centers.
Lemma 3.5. The centers of the algebras A1(c) and A12 are not isomorphic. In particular,
A1(c) and A12 are not derived equivalent.
Proof. Let us first consider the center of A12. A K-basis of Z(A12) is given by 1,
(δβ)2 + (βδ)2, γβδβα, (δβ)3, (βδ)3. So the center of A12 is of dimension 5.
On the other hand, let us consider the center of A1(c). An arbitrary element of Z(A1(c))
has the form
a0 · 1+ a1 · γα+ a2 · σβ + a3 · (γ α)2 + (a1 + a2) · αγ + a5 · (αγ )2
+ (ca1 + a2) · βσ + a7 · (βσ)2,
where a0, a1, a2, a3, a5, a7 ∈K . Hence the center of A1(c) is of dimension 6.
In particular, the centers of A12 and of A1(c) are not isomorphic. Since the center is an
invariant of the derived category, the second assertion follows immediately. ✷
4. Four simple modules
The Morita equivalence classification [2] for weakly symmetric algebras of tubular type
with non-singular Cartan matrix in the case of algebras with four simple modules states
that any such algebra is Morita equivalent to one of the following basic algebras: A3, A4,
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Lemma 4.1. The algebras A7 and A9 are derived equivalent.
Proof. We define the following complex T = T0⊕T1 ⊕T2 ⊕T3 of projectiveA7-modules.
Let T0 : 0 → P0 → 0 and T1 : 0 → P1 → 0 and T2 : 0 → P2 → 0 be concentrated in
degree 0. Moreover, let T3 : 0 → P2 ε→ P3 → 0 (in degrees 0 and −1).
Then T is a tilting complex for A7, i.e., A7 is then derived equivalent to the
endomorphism ring EndKb(T ). From the Cartan matrix of A7 we compute the Cartan
matrix of EndKb(T ) to be
CA7 =


3 2 1 0
2 3 2 1
1 2 3 2
0 1 2 3

 , CEndKb (T ) =


3 2 1 1
2 3 2 1
1 2 3 1
1 1 1 2

 ,
i.e., equal to the Cartan matrix of A9, as desired.
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as follows. Let α˜ :T3 → T2 be given by the identity idP2 (in degree 0) and let δ˜ :T0 → T3 be
given by αδ :P0 → P2 (in degree 0); the latter is a map of complexes since αδε = 0 in A7.
Moreover, let γ˜ :T1 → T0 be defined by β :P1 → P0 and ε˜ :T0 → T1 by α :P0 → P1.
Finally, let β˜ :T1 → T2 be defined by δ :P1 → P2 and σ˜ :T2 → T1 by γ :P2 → P1.
We have to show that these maps satisfy the relations of A9 (up to homotopy). By
definition, we have equalities α˜δ˜ = β˜ε˜ and ε˜γ˜ = σ˜ β˜ (since βα = δγ in A7). We also
have directly that δ˜γ˜ ε˜ = 0 (since αβαδ = αδγ δ = αδεξ = 0 in A7) and that γ˜ ε˜γ˜ σ˜ = 0
(since γβαβ = γ δγβ = εξγβ = 0 in A7). Finally, the map β˜σ˜ α˜ :T3 → T2 is given by
γ δ :P2 → P2 in degree 0 (and the zero map in degree −1). Since γ δ = εξ in A7 we have
that β˜σ˜ α˜ is homotopic to zero, as desired, via the homotopy map ξ :P3 → P2.
So we have shown that EndKb(T ) is isomorphic to A9, and thus A7 and A9 are derived
equivalent, as claimed. ✷
Lemma 4.2. The algebras A7 and A8 are derived equivalent.
Proof. We consider the following complex T = T0 ⊕ T1 ⊕ T2 ⊕ T3 of projective A7-
modules. Let T0 : 0 → P1 β→ P0 → 0 (in degrees 0 and −1). Let T1 : 0 → P1 → 0 and
T2 : 0 → P2 → 0 be concentrated in degree 0. Let T3 : 0 → P2 ε→ P3 → 0 (in degrees 0
and −1).
Then T is a tilting complex for A7. Thus, A7 is derived equivalent to EndKb(T ). From
the Cartan matrix of A7 given above we compute the Cartan matrix of EndKb(T ) to be

2 1 1 0
1 3 2 1
1 2 3 1
0 1 1 2

 ,
i.e., equal to the Cartan matrix of A8, as desired.
We shall define maps between summands of EndKb(T ) as follows. They will be
generators of the radical and should satisfy the relations of A8. Let α˜ :T1 → T2 be given
by δ :P1 → P2 and let β˜ :T2 → T1 be given by γ :P2 → P1. Let σ˜ :T1 → T3 be defined by
δγ δ :P1 → P2 (in degree 0); this is a map of complexes since δγ δε = βαδε = 0 in A7).
Let ξ˜ :T3 → T2 be defined by the identity idP2 in degree 0. Let γ˜ :T2 → T0 be defined
by γ δγ :P2 → P1; this is map of complexes since γ δγβ = εξγβ = 0 in A7. Finally, let
δ˜ :T0 → T1 be defined by the identity idP1 .
Since the Cartan matrices of EndKb(T ) and ofA8 agree, it only remains to check that the
above maps satisfy the relations of A8 (up to homotopy). Directly from the definitions we
have the following equalities: γ˜ α˜β˜ = 0 (since γ (δγ )2 = εξγβα = 0 in A7), and σ˜ β˜α˜ = 0
(since δ(γ δ)2 = 0 in A7), and α˜β˜α˜ = ξ˜ σ˜ (both given by δγ δ), and β˜α˜β˜ = δ˜γ˜ (both given
by γ δγ ). The other relations which have to be checked hold up to homotopy as follows.
The map α˜β˜ξ˜ :T3 → T2 is given by γ δ :P2 → P2; since γ δ = εξ in A7 it is homotopic
to zero via the map ξ :P3 → P2. The map β˜α˜δ˜ :T0 → T1 is homotopic to zero via the
homotopy map α :P0 → P1 (use that δγ = βα in A7). The map γ˜ ξ˜ :T3 → T0 is given
by γ δγ :P2 → P1 in degree 0 (and the zero map in degree −1). Since γ δγ = εξγ and
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map σ˜ δ˜ :T0 → T3 is given by δγ δ :P1 → P2 in degree 0 (and the zero map in degree −1).
It is homotopic to zero via the map αδ :P0 → P2 (use that δγ δ = βαδ and αδε = 0
in A7).
Hence, we have shown that EndKb(T ) is isomorphic to A8, i.e., A7 is derived equivalent
to A8, as claimed. ✷
Lemma 4.3. The algebras A7 and A10 are derived equivalent.
Proof. We define a complex T = T0 ⊕ T1 ⊕ T2 ⊕ T3 of projective A7-modules as follows.
Let T0 : 0→ P0 → 0 and T1 : 0→ P1 → 0 be concentrated in degree 0. Let T2 : 0 → P1 δ→
P2 → 0 and T3 : 0 → P1 δε−→ P3 → 0.
Then T is a tilting complex for A7. From the Cartan matrix of A7 (given above) one
computes that the Cartan matrix of EndKb(T ) is equal to


3 2 1 2
2 3 1 2
1 1 2 2
2 2 2 4

 ,
i.e., equal to the Cartan matrix of A10, as desired.
Again, we have to define maps (generating the radical) which satisfy the relations
of A10. To this end, define the map of complexes α˜ :T2 → T3 be given by the identity idP1
in degree 0 and ε :P2 → P3 in degree −1. Let β˜ :T3 → T2 be given by δγ = βα :P1 → P1
in degree 0 and ξ :P3 → P2 in degree −1 (this is a map of complexes since δγ δ = δεξ
in A7). Moreover, let δ˜ :T3 → T1 be given by the identity idP1 , and let γ˜ :T1 → T0 be
given by β :P1 → P0. Finally, let ξ˜ :T0 → T3 be given by α :P0 → P1 (this is a map of
complexes since αδε = 0 in A7).
Then we have to check the desired relations. By definition, we directly have the follow-
ing equalities: β˜α˜ξ˜ = ξ˜ γ˜ δ˜ξ˜ (since αδγ = αβα in A7), and δ˜β˜α˜ = δ˜ξ˜ γ˜ δ˜ (since δγ = βα
in A7), and (γ˜ δ˜ξ˜ )2γ˜ = 0 (since β(αβ)2 = δγ δγβ = δεξγβ = 0 in A7). Moreover, we have
the following relation up to homotopy: the map α˜β˜ :T2 → T2 is given by δγ :P1 → P1 in
degree 0 and εξ = γ δ :P2 → P2 in degree −1. Hence it is homotopic to zero via the map
γ :P2 → P1.
Thus, we have shown that the endomorphism ring of the tilting complex T for A7 is
isomorphic to the algebra A10, i.e., A7 is derived equivalent to A10, as claimed. ✷
Lemma 4.4. The algebras A7 and A11 are derived equivalent.
Proof. We define yet another complex T = T0 ⊕ T1 ⊕ T2 ⊕ T3 of projective A7-modules.
Compared to the one in the previous lemma we only change the summand T0 : 0 → P1 β→
P0 → 0. The other summands are as before.
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Cartan matrix of EndKb(T ) now has the form

2 1 0 0
1 3 1 2
0 1 2 2
0 2 2 4

 ,
i.e., equal to the Cartan matrix of A11, as desired.
Let us define maps between summands of T , corresponding to the arrows in the quiver
of A11, as follows. Let β˜ :T2 → T3 be defined as in the previous Lemma by idP1 in degree 0
and ε in degree −1. Let α˜ :T3 → T2 be also defined as before to be δγ in degree 0 and ξ
in degree −1. Let ξ˜ :T3 → T1 and δ˜ :T0 → T1 be given by the identity idP1 in degree 0.
Moreover, let γ˜ :T1 → T3 be given by βα :P1 → P1 (a map of complexes since βαδε = 0
in A7. Finally, let ζ˜ :T1 → T0 be defined by (βα)2 :P1 → P1 (a map of complexes since
(βα)2β = 0 in A7).
Now that we have maps corresponding to the arrows of the quiver of A11, it remains
to check that these maps satisfy the relations of A11 (up to homotopy). We can derive
directly from the definitions the following equalities: β˜α˜γ˜ = γ˜ ξ˜ γ˜ and (ξ˜ γ˜ )2 = δ˜ζ˜ (all
maps given by (βα)2 in degree 0). We also directly obtain ξ˜ β˜α˜ = ξ˜ γ˜ ξ˜ (both equal
to δγ = βα in degree 0). The remaining three relations of A11 hold up to homotopy,
which can be seen as follows. That the map α˜β˜ :T2 → T2 is homotopic to zero was
already proved in the previous lemma. The map γ˜ δ˜ :T0 → T3 is given by βα :P1 → P1
in degree 0 (and the zero map in degree −1); it is therefore homotopic to zero via the
homotopy α :P0 → P1 (use that αδε = 0 in A7). Finally, the map ζ˜ ξ˜ :T3 → T0 is given
by (βα)2 = (δγ )2 = δεξγ :P1 → P1 in degree 0 (and the zero map in degree −1). It is
therefore homotopic to zero via the map ξγ :P3 → P1 (use that ξγβ = 0 in A7).
Thus we have shown that the endomorphism ring EndKb(T ) of the tilting complex T
for A7 is isomorphic to A11, i.e., the algebras A7 and A11 are derived equivalent, as
claimed. ✷
Lemma 4.5. The algebras A4 and A10 are derived equivalent.
Proof. We define a complex T = T0 ⊕ T1 ⊕ T2 ⊕ T3 of projective A4-modules as follows.
Let T0 : 0 → P0 → 0 and T1 : 0 → P1 → 0 and T2 : 0 → P2 → 0 be concentrated in
degree 0. Let T3 : 0→ P0 ε→ P3 → 0 (in degrees 0 and −1).
Then T is a tilting complex for the algebra A4. Thus, A4 is derived equivalent
to EndKb(T ). From the Cartan matrix of A4 we compute the Cartan matrix of the
endomorphism ring to be
CA4 =


4 2 2 2
2 2 1 1
2 1 3 0
2 1 0 3

 , CEndKb (T ) =


4 2 2 2
2 2 1 1
2 1 3 2
2 1 2 3

 ,
i.e., it is equal to the Cartan matrix of A10, as desired.
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ofA11, as follows. Let α˜ :T0 → T1 be given by β :P0 → P1, and let β˜ :T1 → T0 be given by
−α :P1 → P0 (note the minus sign!). Let δ˜ :T0 → T2 be given by δ :P0 → P2. Moreover,
let γ˜ :T2 → T3 be given by γ :P2 → P0 (a map of complexes since γ ε = 0 in A4). Finally,
let ξ˜ :T3 → T0 be given by the identity idP0 .
It remains to check that these maps satisfy the relations of A10. We directly have α˜β˜ = 0
(since αβ = 0 in A4). We also have the equality (γ˜ δ˜ξ˜ )2γ˜ = 0; in fact using the relations
of A4 we have
γ (δγ )2 = γ (−βα− εξ)2 = γβαεξ = γ (−δγ − εξ)εξ = 0
in A4. The map δ˜β˜α˜ :T0 → T2 is given by −βαδ. Compare this with the map δ˜ξ˜ γ˜ δ˜; this
is given by δγ δ. But according to the relations of A4 we have δγ δ = (−βα − εξ)δ =
−βαδ. Hence the desired relation δ˜β˜α˜ = δ˜ξ˜ γ˜ δ˜ holds in EndKb(T ). Finally, it remains
to show that the map β˜α˜ξ˜ − ξ˜ γ˜ δ˜ξ˜ :T3 → T0 is homotopic to zero. In fact, this map is
given by −βα − δγ :P0 → P0; but this equals εξ in A4 and therefore the map under
consideration is indeed homotopic to zero via the homotopy map ξ :P3 → P0. (Note
that introducing the minus sign in the definition of β˜ was essential for some of the
calculations.)
Hence we have shown that the endomorphism ring of the tilting complex T for A4 is
isomorphic to the algebra A10, i.e., A4 is derived equivalent to A10, as claimed. ✷
So far we have shown the following algebras to be derived equivalent
A4 ∼A10 ∼A7 ∼A8 ∼A9 ∼A11.
There is one more algebra with three simple modules in the Morita classification of [2],
namely A3, which we have to consider. It will turn out that A3 is not derived equivalent
to the above algebras. If the characteristic of the field K is not 2 then this follows already
from [2, Theorem 2]: A3 is not symmetric in this case whereas all the other algebras are
symmetric. Since by a result of Rickard, being symmetric is an invariant of the derived
category [18, (5.3)], our claim follows. But this argument does not work for characteristic
2 (in which A3 is symmetric) and so we include here an argument which is independent of
the characteristic. This distinguishes the remaining algebra A3 from the other algebras in
the above list up to derived equivalence.
Lemma 4.6. The centers of the algebras A3 and A4 are not isomorphic. In particular, A3
and A4 are not derived equivalent.
Proof. We consider first the center of the algebra A4. A K-basis of Z(A4) is given by
1, βα− γ δ− ξε,βαδγ,αδγβ,γβαδ, ξβαε. In particular, Z(A4) has dimension 6.
On the other hand, a K-basis of the center of A3 is given by 1, βαδγ , αδγβ , γ εξδ,
ξβαε. Hence, Z(A3) has dimension 5.
In particular, having different dimensions, the centers of A3 and A4 are not isomorphic.
Therefore, A3 and A4 cannot be derived equivalent. ✷
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It follows from [2, Corollary 3] that the Cartan matrix of any weakly symmetric algebra
of tubular type having at least five simple modules is singular. A distinguished class
of such algebras is formed by the trivial extensions of tubular algebras by the minimal
injective cogenerators. Recall that the trivial extension T (B) of an algebra B by its
injective cogenerator bimodule D(B) = HomK(B,K) is the symmetric algebra whose
additive structure is that of the group B ⊕D(B), and whose multiplication is defined by
(a, f )(b, g)= (ab, ag+ f b) for any a, b ∈ B and f,g ∈D(B). In particular, we have the
following family of the trivial extensions of Ringel’s tubular canonical algebras:
(1) Λ1(c), c ∈K \ {0,1}, of tubular type (2,2,2,2) given by the bound quiver
•
α2 •
β2
•
η
ξ
•
α1
β1
γ1
σ1
•
γ2
•
σ2
α1α2 + β1β2 + γ1γ2 = 0, α1α2 + cβ1β2 + σ1σ2 = 0, ηα1 = 0, α2η= 0, ξβ1 = 0, β2ξ = 0,
ηγ1 = ξγ1, γ2η= γ2ξ , ησ1 = cξσ1, σ2η= cσ2ξ .
(2) Λ2 of tubular type (3,3,3) given by the bound quiver
•
α3
•α2
•
η
ξ
•
α1
β1
γ1
•
β3
•
β2
•
γ3
•
γ2
α1α2α3 + β1β2β3 + γ1γ2γ3 = 0, ηα1 = 0, α3η = 0, ξβ1 = 0, β3ξ = 0, ηγ1 = ξγ1,
γ3η= γ3ξ , α2α3ξα1α2 = 0, β2β3ηβ1β2 = 0, γ2γ3ηγ1γ2 = 0.
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•
α2
• η
ξ
•
α1
β1
γ1
•
β4
•
β3
•
β2
•
γ4
•
γ3
•
γ2
α1α2 + β1β2β3β4 + γ1γ2γ3γ4 = 0, ηα1 = 0, α2η = 0, ξβ1 = 0, β4ξ = 0, ηγ1 = ξγ1,
γ4η= γ4ξ , β2β3β4ηβ1β2 = 0, β3β4ηβ1β2β3 = 0, γ2γ3γ4ηγ1γ2 = 0, γ3γ4ηγ1γ2γ3 = 0.
(4) Λ4 of tubular type (2,3,6) given by the bound quiver
•
α2
•
η
ξ
•
α1
β1
γ1•
β3
•
β2
•
γ6
•
γ5
•
γ4
•
γ3
•
γ2
α1α2 + β1β2β3 + γ1γ2γ3γ4γ5γ6 = 0, ηα1 = 0, α2η = 0, ξβ1 = 0, β3ξ = 0, ηγ1 = ξγ1,
γ6η= γ6ξ , β2β3ηβ1β2 = 0, γ2γ3γ4γ5γ6ηγ1γ2 = 0, γ3γ4γ5γ6ηγ1γ2γ3 = 0,
γ4γ5γ6ηγ1γ2γ3γ4 = 0, γ5γ6ηγ1γ2γ3γ4γ5 = 0.
Proposition 5.1. The trivial extension T (B) of any tubular algebra B is derived equivalent
to one of the algebras Λ1(c), c ∈K \ {0,1}, Λ2, Λ3, or Λ4.
Proof. It was shown in [8] that if B is a tubular algebra, then there exists a tubular
canonical algebra C (of the same tubular type as B) which is tilting-cotilting equivalent
to B , and hence B and C are derived equivalent. Then, by a result of J. Rickard [16], the
trivial extensions T (B) and T (C) are also derived equivalent. Therefore, T (B) is derived
equivalent to one of the algebras Λ1(c), c ∈K \ {0,1}, Λ2, Λ3, or Λ4. ✷
In fact, it was shown in [15] that if A is a symmetric algebra which is stably equivalent
(in particular, if it is derived equivalent [16]) to the trivial extension T (B) of a tubular
algebra then A is Morita equivalent to the trivial extension T (E) of a tubular algebra E
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the trivial extensions of tubular algebras. We recall also that an automorphism ϕ of the
repetitive algebra B̂ =⊕m∈Z(Bm⊕D(B)m) of an algebra B , with Bm = B and D(B)m =
D(B) form ∈ Z, is called positive (respectively, rigid) if ϕ(Bm)⊆⊕pmBp (respectively,
ϕ(Bm) = Bm) for any m ∈ Z (see [20]). In particular, the Nakayama automorphism νB̂
is the positive automorphism of B̂ given by the identity shifts Bm → Bm+1, D(B)m →
D(B)m+1, and T (B)∼= B̂/(νB̂ ).
The following proposition completes the proof of the main result of the paper.
Proposition 5.2. Let A be a basic, connected, weakly symmetric algebra of tubular type
with singular Cartan matrix. Then A is isomorphic to the trivial extension T (B) of a
tubular algebra B .
Proof. Since the Cartan matrix of A is singular, it follows from the main results of [2]
and [20] that A is isomorphic to a selfinjective algebra of the form B̂/(ϕνB̂) where
B̂ is the repetitive algebra of a tubular algebra B , νB̂ is the Nakayama automorphism
of B̂ , and ϕ is a positive automorphism of B̂ . Moreover, since A is weakly symmetric,
invoking [14, Theorem 2], we conclude that ϕ is a rigid automorphism induced by an
automorphism ) of B which acts trivially on the vertices of the ordinary quiverQ(B) of B .
Recall also that any tubular algebra is a tubular extension of a tame concealed algebra of
one of the tubular types (2,2,2,2), (3,3,3), (2,4,4) and (2,3,6) (see [19, Section 5]).
Invoking now the frames of tame concealed algebras presented in [9] and the descriptions
of selfinjective algebras of tubular type given in [1] (see also [20, (3.3)] for the list of
tubular algebras of type (2,2,2,2)), we easily deduce that B̂/(ϕνB̂) ∼= B̂/(νB̂ ) ∼= T (B),
and hence A∼= T (B). ✷
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